ULLADULLA & DISTRICTS BLESSING OF THE FLEET FESTIVAL

FLOAT MARSHALS AND COMMENTARY
Please email Float Descriptions and Marshal details to Denise no later than 1st
March, 2020 to dee.fors@gmail.com
When you are emailing your Float Description include the following details:
(do not fill in this sheet!)


Princess Name, Partner Name, Princess Number.



Float Theme.



Names of two Marshals.



Two marshals mobile phone numbers.



If you are sharing, please include Princess & Partner names & No. with whom you are
sharing.



Your Float Description.

The description that you provide will be used by the commentary team to describe your float to
spectators during the parade. .
Ideas for your description include:
Describe from where the concept of your float has come?
Describe the scene visible on your float:
If it’s





a book or film name the author or screen writer & the year it was released.
a song, name who wrote, sang or made it popular.
a nursery rhyme, give us the lines that you are depicting.
an era or time capsule, tell us the key elements of that period, what made it good or
pathetic, funny or memorable.

Name key and minor characters, both on and following your float. Bring attention to funny,
brightly coloured or specific points of interest that we may spot on your float.
Example:
Our float theme is two peas in a pod. We got the idea when we were harvesting snow peas last
summer which had been left on the vine too long. Sure enough there were peas inside the pod.
The pod was perfectly green with a little bit of a white flower still left at the top end. Snow peas
are really cute, green and oh so sweet.
How could we not do two peas in a pod when it’s easy being green and we are sweet and
adorable?
Check out the vegetable patch and look for the two peas and their pod, on our float. The other
spring vegetables are dancing along behind.
Look for lettuce and tomato; opposite colours attract you know, together with cucumber and
sweet capsicum they make a perfect salad.

Marshal & commentary

